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Abstract—In recent years, the generation of arbitrary
style fonts has drawn broad attention. At present,
the common idea of most methods is to train the
model through a large number of text samples of a
specific style, so that the model can learn the font
style, and then automatically generate all the text of
the style. However, in the case of insufficient sample
data, almost all the current methods fail. In this paper,
we investigate how to generate arbitrary style Chinese
fonts automatically, especially when the sample data of
specific style is insufficient. In order to solve the prob-
lem, we propose a new frame. The method can be used
to generate the fonts of Chinese ancient calligraphers
whose relics are rare. The experimental results show
the effectiveness of the new frame.

Index Terms—text style transfer, generative adver-
sarial network, convolutional neural network

I. Introduction
The text style transfer is an end-to-end image conver-

sion, which is to generate a new image combining the
content of the source image and the style of the target
style image. In the case that there are enough samples
of the target style, after seeing different characters of the
same style font, the generative model can learn the target
style, and then generate all the characters of the style.
But how to automatically generate all the characters in
the target style when there are not enough samples, is a
problem that has not been solved yet.

In order to solve the problem,this paper proposes a new
framework, which is composed of two parts: the first part
is a model which is called the GTPD model, used to get the
probability distribution of the font type of training sample,
and the second part is the text style transfer model. The
GTPD model rebuild training data set based on the font
type probability distribution of a small number of samples
of a specific style. The training data set constructed by
the GTPD model is then used for the training of the text
style transfer model. Further, because the existing text
style transfer models perform not very well, we improve
the existing style transfer models and design a multi-style
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transfer model with better performance. The structure of
the new framework is shown in Fig. 1. In summary, the
main contributions of this paper are in two aspects:

• we optimize the existing text style transfer model and
propose a multi-style transfer model. The new model
can not only generate more realistic text, but also
learn multiple different styles of fonts at the same
time. In addition, the new model can also generate
the same font of traditional Chinese characters by
learning the style of simplified Chinese characters.

• we propose a new framework for text style transfer in
the absence of training data.

II. RELATED WORK

Gatys et al. [1] successfully applied the Convolutional
Neural Networks(CNNs) [2] to neural style transfer, break-
ing the bottleneck that one program can only transfer one
style.

When the CNNs were applied to neural style transfer,
some researchers attempted to apply the CNNs to text
style transfer. Yunchen Tian et al. [3] established an open
source project on Github and proposed the Rewrite model.
But the performance was not good. Pengyuan Lyu et
al. [4], based on the Auto-Encoder model, proposed the
Auto-Encoder Guided GAN(AEGAN) model for gener-
ating Chinese calligraphy characters. Compared AEGAN
with pix2pix, the loss function of AEGAN model contains
the reconstruct loss function, which is aim to guide the
transfer to learn the detailed stroke information from auto-
encoder’s low level features. Samaneh Azadi et al. [5]
proposed the multi-content GAN model, and tried to learn
the style through a few Latin characters with a specific
style, and then generated all the Latin characters of that
style. Shuai Yang et al. [6] proposed a scale-controllable
module to empower a single network to continuously
characterize the multi-scale shape features of the style
image and transfer these features to the target text. In
Anna Zhu’s paper [7], the output text font essentially is
the same as the input, except the decoration added on the
output text font. While in our work, the input and output
are different fonts. We solve the problem of style transfer of



Fig. 1. The structure of new frame.

different fonts from only a few referenced samples(output
font).

III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we improve the existing text style transfer

model in some aspects. Firstly, based on the pix2pix
model, constant loss function and category loss function
are introduced to make the generative model perform
better in the generated details. Then, a new framework
is proposed to solve the problem of style transfer cannot
work in the absence of training samples. The multi-style
transfer model and the new framework are described in
detail below.

A. Constant Loss
The learning process of human beings is the process of

analogy. Our generative model is actually to learn how to
map the sample space to the target space, namely, learn
the mapping from a input domain to an output domain.
Inspired by this, we apply the constant loss function
proposed by Yaniv Taigman et al. [8] to our generative
model.

Given two related domains S and T, the generative
model needs not only to learn to map from domain S to
domain T, but also to ensure the correlation between S and
T during the mapping process. Assume that element x ∈ S
and the generative model is G. Since having the same
feature is the premise of analogy learning, we hope that
the feature of x should have a correlation to the feature
of G(x) ∈ T . In this case, we want to find a multivariate
function f, which makes f(x) = f(G(x)).

To solve the above problems, we rebuild our generative
model structure. As shown in Fig. 1, the reconstructed
generative model G is composed of two parts, one is

Fig. 2. The generation results of the model introduce / not introduce
the constant loss function and category loss function.

a multivariate function f, and the other is a generative
function g.

After applying multivariate function f to generative
model, we hope ∥f(x) − f(G(x))∥ is as small as possible.
Thus we have an additional component of the loss function
of generative model G:

Lconstant = Ex∼Dsd(f(x), f(G(x))).

B. Category Loss
Before applying category loss function to our model,

the model once can only learn one target style. Inspired
by AC-GAN [9], we apply category loss function to our
model, so that we can learn several font styles in one
training and realize multi-style transfer model of text. To
let the generative model learn multiple font styles at the
same time, each font corresponds to a category label. The
discriminative model not only determines the authenticity
of the input sample, but also introduces another classifier
to determine the category of the input sample. The loss
function of the discrimination is composed of two parts:
the log-likelihood of the correct source LS , and the log-
likelihood of the correct class LC :
LS = E [logP (S = real | Xreal)]+E [logP (S = fake | Xfake)]



Fig. 3. The generation results of different models.

LC = E [logP (C = c | Xreal)] + E [logP (C = c | Xfake)] .

For the generative model, we want the generative model
to “deceive” the discriminative model. To make the dis-
criminative model unable to discriminate the real and
fake of the generated images, the component of the loss
function of the generative model is as follows:

Lcheat = E [(logP (S = fake | Xfake)] .

Furthermore, we also hope that the generated images can
“deceive” the discriminative model, so that the discrim-
inative model fail to determine whether the font type
of the generated images is correct. Therefor, the other
component of the loss function of the generated model is
introduced as:

Lfake-category-loss = E [(logP (C = c | Xfake)] .

C. Muti-Style Transfer Model
The loss function of the discriminative model of the

multi-style transfer model we designed is:

LD = LS + αLC .

The loss function LS is to make the discriminative model
learn to distinguish the authenticity of the input in the
training process, while the loss function LC is to make
the discriminative model learn to distinguish the type of
input in the training process. α is the super parameter of
the model, and our objective in the training discriminative
model is to make LD as large as possible.

The loss function of the generative model of the multi-
style transfer model we designed is:

LG = Lcheat+λLL1(G)+λ2Lfake-category-loss+λ3Lconstant ,

where the definition of LL1(G) is same as it in [10].

D. New Framework
In order to solve the problem that text style transfer

cannot work in the absence of training data, this paper
proposes a new framework, which is composed of GTPD
model and the multi-style transfer model mentioned be-
fore. At present, the training of the existing text style
transfer models requires about 1500 text samples of the
target style. When the sample data of the target style is

insufficient, by using the GTPD model, we firstly get the
probability distribution of the font type based on a small
amount of sample data. Then we reconstruct the training
data set according to the probability distribution of the
font type. Next, the GTPD model will be described in
detail below.

The GTPD model is essentially a multi-classification
model. Unlike the classification task, we don’t want the
GTPD model to tell us the type of font that the input
belongs to. In fact, after the GTPD model is trained, the
input to the GTPD model often does not belong to any
font type in the sample space. Through the probability
distribution of font type got by the GTPD model, we can
see the relationship between target font and fonts in our
sample space to a certain extent, that the output is the
probability distribution. The formula is as follows:

y =
1

M

M∑
i=1

(
pi1, pi2, · · · , piN

)
,

where y represents the average probability distribution
corresponding to M images input, and N represents the
number of font types contained in the GTPD model’s
sample space. In general, after getting y, we take the font
types of the three largest probability values to build the
training data set. The data set constructed contains the
above three fonts, and the quantity ratio is equal to the
probability ratio in the probability distribution. Namely,
m : n : q = px : py : pz, where m, n and q are the numbers
of characters of font x, y and z in the constructed training
data respectively, and px, py and pz are the probability
of font x, y and z respectively.

We use a deep neural network to construct the GTPD
model. As is known to all, the structure of deep neural
network directly affects the performance of the model. We
measure the quality of GTPD model by its classification
accuracy on the test set.

E. Implementation Details
1) Multivariate Function f. The generative model of

CGAN consists of an encoder and a decoder. The network
structure of the generative model includes an encoder and
a decoder. We use encoder to fit multivariate function f.
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Encoder is used to do feature extraction, which is very
suitable for fitting multivariate function f.
2) GTPDModel. The loss function of the GTPDmodel

is cross entropy function. In the case of insufficient sample
data,weuse theexisting fonts in theGTPDmodelsample
space to reconstruct the data set as input to the style
transfer model. The GTPD model sample space should
contain font types as much as possible that have similar
texture to the target style font.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we complete a largenumber of compar-

ative experiments. Firstly,we verify the improvement of
generative model consists of constant loss and category
loss function. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
the multi-style transfer model through thecomparison
experiments of different models. Finally, in the absence
of samples of the target style, we carried out a lot of
experiments with the new frame and used it to imitate
the works of ancient calligraphers.
A. Data Set
Wecollect 10 kinds of common fonts and someChinese

calligrapher fonts as our training data set. In our experi-
ments, we all use font Song (宋体) as the standard font.
B. Constant Loss and Category Loss
Wetake font Song as the source font (content) and font

Yan (颜体) as the target style font (style), and randomly
select 1500 simplified characters from these two fonts to
construct a paired data set. The training set and the
verification set are constructed at a ratio of 9:1 respec-
tively. The pix2pix model, the model with constant loss
function only and the model with constant loss function
and category loss function introduced are respectively
trainedusingtheconstructeddataset.AsshowninFig.2,
introducing constant loss function and category loss func-
tion to our model leads to better generationeffect.
C. Comparison with Baseline Methods
In this subsection, we compare our method with the

following baselines for text style transfer.
• Rewrite [3]: Rewrite is a simple top-down Convolu-
tionnetworkwith big convolution kernel size and1
1stride. The network isminimized byL1 loss and total
variation loss.

• Pix2pix [10]: Pix2pix is a conditional GAN based
image translation network, which adopts the skip
connection to connect encoder and decoder. Pix2pix
isoptimizedbyL1distancelossandadversarial loss.

• Auto-encoder guided GAN (AEGAN) [4]: AEGAN
consists of two encoder-decoder networks, one for
image transfer and another acting as an auto-encoder
to guide the transfer to learn detailed stroke informa-
tion.

For comparison, we take font Song as the source font
(content) and font Kai (楷体) as the target style font

(style), and randomly select 1500 simplified characters
from these two fonts to construct a paired data set. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.
The multi-style transfer model can generate the font

of traditional Chinese characters by learning style from
simplified Chinese characters. We randomly select 1500
simplified characters from different font libraries as train-
ingdata.Aftertrainingthemodel,weletthemodeltogen-
erate these types of traditional characters. The generated
results are shown inFig. 4. The simplified characters are
alreadyexist inthefont library,andwegenerate thefonts
of traditional characters corresponding to these simplified
characters.

Fig. 4. The generation results of traditional Chinese characters by
learning style from simplified Chinese characters.

D. New Framework
In the case of insufficient samples of the target style, we

usethenewframeworktoachieve textstyle transfer,and
generatearbitrary characters of the target style. Firstly,we
should train the GTPD model. We randomly select 2500
words from 13 common fonts (方正兰亭超细黑简体、方

正舒体、毛泽东手写体、黑体、中易楷体、隶书、幼圆字

体、华文楷体、华文宋体、华文行楷、手写体、李旭科书

法、柳楷简体) as the training data of the GTPD model.
The output of a GTPD model is a vector of 13
dimensions, each of which corresponds to a font type. A
value per dimension represents the probability that the
input character belongs to that font type.
After training the GTPD model, we randomly select

several characters from Suiliang Chu’s calligraphy work
《雁塔圣教序》as input to theGTPDmodel (font Suiliang
Chu is not one of the sample space fonts). Based on the
output ofGTPDmodel,we reconstruct the training set of
thetextstyle transfermodel.Thenwegeneratethewhole
calligraphy work based on the constructed training set. As
shown inFig. 5, the left is the characters of SuiliangChu
generated by using the new frame, the right comes from
the network, which is the real work of Suiliang Chu.

V. EvALUATION AND DISCUSSIONS
We evaluate our proposed method as well as other

baselines on the database we collected.
1) Effect of the constant loss functionandcategory loss

function: Fig. 2 shows the improvement of the model by
introducing constant loss. It can be seen from the results
that, after constant loss and category loss is introduced,
the generated characters are more similar to the target



(a) generated work (b) real work

Fig. 5. The text generated by the new frame and real work.

characters in details. After further observation, it can be
found that there are some polluted pixel points in the
image generated by the pix2pix model. After introducing
the constant loss function , these polluted pixel points
disappear. After introducing category loss function, the
model can not only learn a variety of different font styles
at the same time, but also improve the generation effect.

2) Effect of the muti-style text style transfer: Multi-style
text transfer model is the text style transfer model realized
by introducing constant loss function and category loss
function on the basis of the pix2pix model and adjusting
the structure of the pix2pix model. As shown in Fig. 3,
the multi-style transfer model has a good performance in
the text style transfer.

3) Effect of the new framework: The new framework
is used to solve the problem that the text style trans-
fer models cannot work when the target style sample
is insufficient. We propose the GTPD model to analyze
the style characteristics by a small number of samples,
and then reconstruct the data set for training the multi-
style transfer model. It can be seen from Fig. 5, that the
characters generated by using the new framework are very
close to real characters.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, firstly, we propose a multi-style text
transfer model with good performance. The new model
can not only generate more realistic text, but also learn
multiple different styles of fonts at the same time. In
addition, the new model can also generate all traditional
Chinese characters by learning the style of simplified Chi-
nese characters. And then, we propose a new framework
to solve the problem that the text style cannot work when
the target style sample is insufficient. The new framework
is composed of GTPD model and multi-style transfer
model. The experimental results verify the effect of the
new framework.

In fact, everyone’s writing has a unique style, all belongs
to a kind of font. Experiments in this paper show that each
font corresponds to a different probability distribution of
font type. So how to identity the handwritings through the
probability distribution of font type is one of the future
work.
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